Colors

**Fiction**

Baby’s first colors  
Burton, Katherine. One gray mouse  
Carle, Eric. My very first book of colors  
Cottin, Menena. The black book of colors [braille]  
Gravett, Emily. Blue chameleon  
Groening, Maggie. Maggie Simpson’s books of colors and shapes  
Metsola, Aino-Maija. Colors  
Otoshi, Kathryn. One  
Reynolds, Edith. Brainy Baby’s shapes & colors  
Seeger, Laura Vaccaro. Green  
Tullet, Hervé.
  - Mix it up!  
  - Press here  
Ziefert, Harriet. Bear’s colors  
Zoran, Milich. City colors

**Non Fiction**

Barton, Chris. The Day-Glo brothers : the true story of Bob and Joe Switzer’s bright ideas and brand-new colors

Burton, Jane. The nature and science of colors

Byant-Mole, Karen.
  - Blue
  - Green
  - Red
  - Yellow

Carr, Aaron. Exploring colors

Hoban, Tana. Is it red? Is it yellow? Is it blue?
Kalman, Bobbie. I eat a rainbow 613.2 K126i
Lyttle, Richard B. Paints, inks, and dyes 667 L999p
Owen, Ruth. Colors and shapes 535.6 Ow2c
Paré, Roger. Colors 535.6 P241c
Schroeder, J. P. Colors 535.6 Sch76c
Technicolor treasure hunt : learn to count with nature 513.2 T226t
Yates, Irene. All about colors 535.6 Y27c